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POST PRODUCTION 4.0
Perfect Control
Precise Stacking
Gentle Palletizing
Reliable Packing
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Post Production 4.0
Dear drupa Visitor,
These days, in automation circles, everyone is talking about
Industry 4.0. Gämmerler realizes its potential for postpress
purposes with customized solutions under the umbrella term
Post Production 4.0.
The focus is on intelligent networking of all production processes by means of the higher level control system G-Connect.
The demand for highest efficiency in the most restricted space
has been met for all our innovations and further developments.
Besides others on our stand A80 in hall 14 we will present our
streamlined pneumatic gripper technology, which has been
designed for high-performance applications.
We are especially excited to introduce to you our VS-Line, a
product that up to now is new in the packaging industry. This
system separates, stacks, packs and palletizes folded cartons
in just one go at constantly high processing speed.
Come and see the live demonstrations on stand D60 of our
partner Duran in hall 10 and convince yourself of the system’s
functionality!
Our re-orientation has prompted us to also express this change
graphically. The new logo, maintaining the existing characteristics as to font and color, now signals with the merged letters that
Gämmerler is not just a manufacturer of complex machinery installations but also a developer of software-based total solutions.
Hoping that our range of products will meet your demands and
that you will have a good time at the Show offering you lots of
profitable initiatives.
Sincerely yours

Managing Director Gämmerler
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Post Production 4.0
Integrated production control by G-Connect

To remain successful in face of an increasing complexity of functions clear structuring and an intelligent
organization of the various printing jobs are crucial factors. The higher level control system G-Connect developed by Gämmerler offers a reliable system for networking, synchronizing and monitoring of all production
processes, necessary to ensure a perfect workﬂow.
Everything in sight
G-Connect integrates and expands on a

starting with the receipt of the printing

unplanned downtimes and finally to ensure

hardware platform all existing Gämmerler

job until postpress.

the systems availability.

This offers customers the possibility of an

Customized applications

master control station, connecting the en-

immediate identification of error sources

The control system G-Connect is offered in

tire components of the postpress line via

and production interruptions and conse-

various extension stages, from Basic over

a single interface. Due to this complete

quently means a considerable reduction

Professional up to Professional Plus. Its mo-

information networking G-Connect pro-

of setting- and downtimes.

systems for machine- and production control. In this context G-Connect serves as

And

vides in real-time all information about

in addition on this basis a pre-

the production parameters, so that at any

ventive maintenance strategy

moment users have all processes in view,

can be developed to avoid

dularity allows an individual configu-

G-Connect

ration of the components meeting
the specific customer requirements.

Basic preconditions
Reliable exchange of information: G-ERP
The central, customer-owned ERP-System provides the data basis for the higher level control system G-Connect. Via the interface G-ERP all information is transmitted (such as machine status, current operational performance, jobs, number of copies, bundles and pallets)
as well as all product-specific data from the ERP-System, taken over from prepress by means
of a JDF-file. In return all data concerning the current job status and completed jobs can be
reported back to the ERP-System via the interface.

All advantages in short
• Constant monitoring of the production process

• Reduction of waste

• Availability of real-time operating data for a

• Preventive maintenance intervals

perfect scheduling and calculation
• Minimizing of set-up times

• Error storage analyses
• Identification of bottle necks
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G-Optimize

G-Label

monitors the job-specific copies
currently in the installation

interface to
labelling systems

G-Cloud

G-Health

customer-specific
data-base

allows operation from
anywhere on several
terminals

G-Help
digital manual

G-Tour
routing program

G-Adjust
includes the most essential
job-specific parameters

G-Pack

ERP

G-ERP

of the
customer

G-Track
stores job-statistics

The customer
owned ERP-System is
the data base for the
higher level control
G-Connect

interface to external
pallet pattern software

G-Connect

Via the interface
G-ERP transfer of all
status information as
well as of all productspecific data from the
ERP-System.

G-Remote
remote maintenance

G-View
camera-system

from anywhere receiving of all
machine- and production data on
various terminals

direct connection of
the postpress line to the
Gämmerler Service
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Clear distribution of functions:
G-Connect modules and their tasks
G-Adjust | Presetting and fine adjustment
G-Adjust as digital ‘Job-Ticket‘ comprises all relevant order-specific parameters
for the electrical presetting of the line-components (various infeed modules,
trimmers, compensating stackers, horizontal/vertical log stackers). Even during
startup or during production it is still possible to effect fine adjustments. Corrections are directly stored in a central data base on the PLC, available for future
productions.

G-Track | Storage of job statistics
G-Track collects and automatically stores all job specific data on the PLC, with
regard to settings, production, waiting- and down times as well as waste copies.
This provides the basis for an evaluation to optimize the workflow.

G-Health | Remote access
Highest flexibility for the operation of G-Connect is achieved using G-Health,
due to the possibility of viewing and monitoring from anywhere the complete
machine- and production data on various terminals. This can be done at a largeformat screen, directly at the machine or in the office, at the tablet or smartphone.
The messages are visualized by means of a traffic light signal and detailed information is available by just touching the signal or by mouse-click.

G-Optimize | Under control
To minimize waste upon production change G-Optimize monitors the total number of job specific copies currently in the installations. For this purpose the copies
are counted, which are still in the dryer or in the folder, on conveyors or in trimmers or compensating stackers. For palletizing this total number is taken into
account, so that there will be only a few surplus copies.
When the required number of copies in the line has been reached, G-Optimize
sends a signal to the printing press to switch it off or to initiate a plate change
and a washing cycle. This module avoids clearing out the machine allowing the
customer to profit from a considerable gain of time as well as of reduced costs
of material.

G-Tour | Just in time
Serving as routing program G-Tour ensures the correct execution of the order,
that means that all pallets with the allocated bundles will be addressed to the
correct destination in a predefined sequence.
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G-Pack | Correctly palletized
As a standard G-Connect includes for one robot-installation up to 15 preset pallet
pattern sequences. Furthermore G-Pack offers the possibility of storing individually adapted pallet patterns.

G-Label | Individually addressed
The fully automated production of print products does not end after trimming and
stacking. For routing purposes and the identification of bundles and pallets an
automated placing of cover sheets may be required to dispatch an exact number
of products sorted according to postal zip code. For a centralized control of this
production step G-Label provides via G-Connect an interface to labelling systems.

G-View | Remote view
To get an overview of the current production and in particular to be able to
watch the robot inside its protected area the camera-system G-View allows the
operator to observe at any moment the movements of the robot loading the
pallets in accordance with the preset pallet pattern.

G-Cloud | Storage, analysis, prevention
The extension G-Cloud is a module to store all recorded machine- and production
parameters in a customer-specific data base (based on SAP Hana) and to retrieve
them for error diagnoses. Real-time analyses help to develop preventive maintenance models, offering our service the possibility of immediately identifying
errors and to initiate the corresponding measures, as for example scheduling
of a service technician or timely disposal of the required material. This option is
another component to ensure a long-term availability of the installation.

G-Help | Quickly found
G-Help is a digital manual offering suggestions for trouble shooting purposes
which is essential for the operator in case of an error message. It identifies the
error, shows where is has occurred, indicates the cause and suggests the solution
of the problem.

G-Remote | The direct line to the Gämmerler-Service
If the assistance of the Gämmerler Service-Team is needed, G-Remote will establish via a secure internet access the direct connection of the postpress system to
Gämmerler, allowing the Service-Team as part of real-time monitoring amongst
others a fast error diagnosis as well as the direct access to software updates.
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All in one go
Separating, Stacking, Packing, Palletizing

The packaging industry is subject to ongoing growth and in particular the increasing productivity of printing machines
and folder-gluers strengthens the demand for high-performance automated solutions for post-production. The VS-Line
developed by Gämmerler closes the gap existing for full automation, by combining the processing steps separating,
stacking, packing and palletizing in just one complete process.
The focus is on overall productivity

All production steps in one

You will rarely find a packing that is

compact space

similar to the other. Therefore proces-

To be able to keep the performance

sing steps must frequently be adapted

level also for further processing Gäm-

to the changing production require-

merler has developed a system directly

ments. Up until today this flexibility

connected to high-capacity folder glu-

needs manual intervention. Conse-

ers. It allows to stack and pack folded

quently, the high production speed of

cartons at process speed or if needed

the folder gluers cannot be maintained

to band them and place them on pal-

for further processing and the overall

lets.

productivity will therefore be limited.

Packing of the stacks into
a final shipping carton by
means of a robot

Precise separation of the
shingled stream leaving
the folder gluer

Job specific stacking
of a fixed number of
folded cartons

Alternatively:
Banding of the stack for
stabilization

Palletizing of the
banded stacks
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formats

MachineDimensions

VS 450

VS 600

VS 1000

min. 150 x 150 mm
max. 450 x 450 mm

min. 300 x 300 mm
max. 600 x 600 mm

min. 300 x 600 mm
max. 600 x 1000 mm

4500 x 3500 x 1500 mm

4800 x 3800 x 1.500 mm

5600 x 4200 x 1500 mm

Individual conﬁguration
The VS-Line is designed to process
most various product shapes and the
available versions VS 450, VS 600 and
VS 1000 include formats from min.
150 x150 mm up to max. 600x1000 mm.
Due to the modularity it is possible to
assemble the required components to
become a complete system according to
the customer’s needs, whereby compact
layouts allow for a space-saving installation.

Complete system control
As an option it is possible to equip the

will be precisely and gently separated,

VS-Line with our control system G-Con-

stacked, packed and palletized at

nect, which takes over the job data

processing speed. Upon job change

from higher level systems by means

G-Adjust automatically sets the most

of G-ERP for application on the cur-

relevant line components to the new

rent production. This makes sure that

format, whereby individual addressing

the products in accordance with their

labels can printed by G-Label to be

individual

attached on the final packaging.

processing

requirements
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Fast and lean for highest mobility
Further development of the pneumatic gripper
There has been a great demand for a streamlined gripper technology that allows gentle product palletizing, especially
for commercial printing applications of important print runs but with only few format changes. The new pneumatic
robot gripper from Gämmerler has primarily been designed for customers printing mostly within defined format ranges
at high production speeds. Just like the Gämmerler servo-gripper, established on the market for a long time, the new
pneumatic gripper is characterized by its precision when palletizing single or double bundles of differing formats. With
its high degree of automation and a speed of up to 1000 bundles/h this gripper is amongst the most efficient ones on
the market.

Lightweight and safe
Due to its low own weight the new
generation of the pneumatic gripper
is based upon a lightweight design,
allowing highly dynamic robot movements. Its low construction height, an
integrated height measurement

as

well as an anti-collision device make
it possible to integrate the gripper
– easy to operate and to maintain –
without problems into existing production lines at highest operational
safety.
Automated gripping, guiding and
depositing of bundles
As soon as the bundles have left the

fer module to the pallet, so that there

compensating stacker an automatic

is no loss of cycle times. In addition it is

alignment takes place in the transfer

possible to stack bundles of different

station. When picking up the strapped

copy formats alternately automati-

or unstrapped products the gripper’s

cally on different pallets. Directly from

pneumatic linear units ensure a strong,

a slip sheet stack the gripper takes the

but at the same time gentle fixation

sheets and places them on the pallet.

of the bundles over the entire format

Highest production flexibility is achie-

range. Up to their final position they

ved by the automatic change from

are completely guided and placed

bundle- to log gripper, offering at the

onto the pallet in a most gentle way.

same time minimum set-up times and

In case of format change the gripper

ensuring maximum availability of the

is set to the requested product width

entire installation.

during its movement from the trans-

Sales and Service Partners
ARGENTINA
BOLIVIA
BRAZIL
CHILE
COLUMBIA
ECUADOR
PARAGUAY
PERU
URUGUAY
VENEZUELA
E+S Gammerler
Equipamentos Gráficos Ltda.
04511-001 São Paulo SP
Brazil
ivo.de.rizzo@gammerler.com.br
www.gammerler.com
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
MEGTEC Systems Australia, Inc.
Glen Waverley Victoria 3150
fgustafsson@megtec.com
www.megtec.com.au
AUSTRIA
GErmany
SWITZERLAND
Gämmerler GmbH
82538 Geretsried-Gelting
lauber@gaemmerler.de
www.gaemmerler.com
BAHRAIN
OMAN
QATAR
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
YEMEN
Dynagraph for Printing Industry LLC
Dubai/UAE
jkanaan@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net
BELGIUM
LUXEMBOURG
WRH Global Belgium
3530 Houthalen
sylvie.laigneil@wrh-global.be
www.wrh-global.be

Cosovo
Croatia
Macedonia
Serbia
Slovenia
Montenegro
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Prosistem Graf d.o.o.
1290 Grosuplje/Slovenia
tomo@prosistem-graf.si
www.prosistem-graf.si/en
Czech Republic
Slowakia
G+P Technik s.r.o.
25262 Praha-Horomerice
bytomski@gptechnik.cz
www.gptechnik.cz
Denmark
BSTech ApS
4771 Kalvehave
bs@bstech.dk
GraphicM AB254
55 Helsingborg/Sweden
martin@graphicm.se
www.graphicm.se
Egypt
SUDAN
Texti Co. Industrial Trading Distribution
Cairo
info@texti-eg.com
www.texti-eg.com
Ethiopia
KenYa
uganda
Typotech Imaging Systems Ltd
Kampala/Uganda
alfred.kandarah@typotechkenya.com
www.typotech-imaging.com
Finland
WRH Global Nordic OY
00210 Helsinki
marko.roini@wrh-global-nordic.com

CANADA
Gammerler US Corporation
IL 60056 Mount Prospect/USA
joe.jastrzebski@gammerler.com
www.gammerler.com

France
Gammerler S.a.r.l.
91200 Athis Mons
patrick.dardaine@gammerler.fr
www.gammerler.com

China
Gammerler GmbH China Office
Beijing 100086
o.pan@gammerler.cn
www.gammerler.com

Greece
Dimitris Vaxevanidis & SIA O.E.
Graphic Arts & Paper Processing
153 51 Pallini - Athens
info@vaxevanidis.gr
www.vaxevanidis.gr
Hungary
ROmania
Prosystem Print Kft.
2151 Fot
prosystem@prosystem.hu
www.prosystem.hu

India
Memory Repro System (P) Ltd.
110015 New Delhi
sales@memoryrepro.com
Indonesia
Malaysia
Papua New Guinea
Taiwan
MEbiz Engineering Sdn. Bhd.
43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor
Malaysia
sammebiz@gmail.com
Irak
Lebanon
Syria
Alpha Print Graphics
Lebanon
iraphael65@hotmail.com
Iran
Premat S.A.
1201 Geneva/Switzerland
ruedi.kummler@premat.ch
Israel
Bental Graphic Ltd.
48091 Rosh-Haayin
yoram.barak@bentalgraphic.co.il
www.bentalgraphic.co.il
Italy
Gammerler srl.
21043 Castiglione O. (VA)
giorgio.galletti@gammerler.it
www.gammerler.com
Jordania
Dynagraph for Printing Industry Sal
1100 2050 Beirut/Libanon
akhoury@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net
kuwAit
Dynagraph Kuwait WII
70655 Shuwaikh
wabbas@dynagraph.net
etnemnom@dynagraph.net
www.dynagraph.net
Mexico
Gammerler, S.A. de C.V.
14210 Mexico, D.F.
ario.sojo@gammerler.com.mx
www.gammerler.com

norway
sweden
GraphicM AB
254 55 Helsingborg/Sweden
martin@graphicm.se
www.graphicm.se
poland
G+P Technik Polska Sp. z o. o.
43-190 Mikołów
m.friedrich@gptechnik.pl
www.gptechnik.pl
Portugal
Spain
Alsa Import S.A.
08008 Barcelona/Spain
eig@alsaimport.es
Russian Federation
UKraine
OOO SIKO
125252 Moscow
j.durnev@siko-group.com
Saudi Arabia
Dynagraph Saudi Arabia Ltd.
Riyadh
mdiab@dynagraph.net
South Africa
Ipex Machinery
8000 Cape Town
stephen@ipex.co.za
turkey
KOLBUS Matbaa Makinaları
Satıs ve Servis Ltd. Sti.
34235 Giyimkent-Esenler
erolipin@kolbus.com.tr
united kingdom
Gammerler Limited
York, YO26 6QU
david@gammerler.co.uk
www.gammerler.co.uk
united states of america
Gammerler US Corporation
IL 60056 Mount Prospect
joe.jastrzebski@gammerler.com
www.gammerler.com

Netherlands
Huneman Consultancy
3742 RW Baarn
info@huneman-consultancy.nl
ADKOW B.V.
4181 CH Waardenburg
info@adkow.nl
www.adkow.nl
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